IntelliJ IDEA 15 143.1183.10 Release Notes
No subsystem
WEB-19192 (Performance
Problem)

Laggy typing in HTML

WEB-19210 (Bug)

"Find Usages" doesn't search HTML5 <video> tag "poster" attribute

IDEA-148407 (Bug)

License Activation: Can't login to JetBrains Account on fresh IDEA build, fresh caches

IDEA-145931 (Bug)

Garbage text when viewing JDK Javadoc

IDEA-148384 (Bug)

Deadlock in getProjectUsages

IDEA-147946 (Bug)

IntelliJ IDEA 15 started on MacOS under TeamCity agent from command line fails with
java.awt.HeadlessException

IDEA-148591 (Bug)

Inheritance attribute in a color scheme is lost sometimes upon IDE window deactivation

CSS
WEB-17288 (Bug)

Missing CSS properties

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-148421 (Bug)

"Apply fix" feature is not working

DB.Introspection
DBE-1373 (Bug)

MSSQL: Altering a Procedure/View should go via an ALTER statement

Dart
WEB-15756 (Feature)

Dart: Problems View: provide sorting possibility

WEB-15754 (Feature)

Dart: Problems View: provide "Group by problem type" filter and count total number of
problems

WEB-17804 (Feature)

control over Dart analyzer options (feature request)

WEB-15753 (Usability
Problem)

Dart: Problems View: provide "Group by directory" filter

WEB-19004 (Usability
Problem)

Please add an option to "Dart Analysis" tab for filtering modules / libs / files

WEB-14996 (Bug)

WebStorm cannot find Dart super-class declaration

WEB-16264 (Bug)

Warnings are lower visual intensity than info markers

Debugger
WEB-16337 (Feature)

debugging meteor packages stored in /packages directory does not work (both client & server)

IDEA-141792 (Usability
Problem)

Alternative source available for the class ... should be closable and/or disabled

WEB-16397 (Bug)

ES6 with Babel, break point not working in original files

WEB-18889 (Bug)

cannot connect firefox remote server.

WEB-19138 (Exception)

JavaScript Debugger cannot be started on Windows/Unix

WEB-19273 (Exception)

TypeError: Cannot read property 'length' of undefined when do 'Step into'

Diff_Merge
IDEA-148597 (Usability
Problem)

If in the Commit dialog the Details pane has focus, Show Diff action doesn't allow to navigate
between files in changelist

Editor. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-148477 (Feature)

Handle AssertJ assertions in the same way as JUnit assertions

HTML
WEB-19202 (Bug)

'Insert closing tag on tag completion' should work in JSX blocks

IDE.User Interface
DBE-1917 (Bug)

User parameter value cannot be entered with Enter key

Indices
IDEA-147970 (Bug)

Cannot run JUnit test, Invalidating cache temporarily fixes

Java.Inspections
IDEA-147336 (Bug)

false fire "collection are queried, but never updated"

JavaScript
WEB-16614 (Bug)

ES7: function bind

JavaScript. Formatter
WEB-18983 (Bug)

Formatter: restore default behavior in "Spaces Before Parentheses" for "Function call
parentheses" option

WEB-19076 (Bug)

Whitespaces around 'instanceof' are stripped if 'Relation operators' is not chosen

JavaScript.
Frameworks
WEB-19189 (Bug)

Meteor: "Import packages as library" does not include JSX files, e.g. from react-meteor-data

JavaScript.
Inspections
WEB-19199 (Bug)

JSCS: Import Code Style: duplicate messages in the Log for file with unknown rules/without
rules

WEB-19179 (Bug)

Performing code analysis in commit dialog doesn't report problems from ESLint, JSCS and
other code quality tools

WEB-19193 (Bug)

JSCS: Import Code Styles: new scheme is not created and not added to the schemes list

WEB-19196 (Exception)

JSCS: Import Code Style: NPE on importing "validateIndentation" rule

Password Safe
IDEA-148233 (Bug)

SQL.Highlighting

IllegalStateException when accessing password storage

DBE-1935 (Bug)

MySQL, strange warning 'column aliases required for...'

Settings Repository
IDEA-144970 (Bug)

Settings Repository fails to read/merge

Spring
IDEA-148444 (Exception)

Throwable at com.intellij.ide.startup.impl.StartupManagerImpl.registerPostStartupActivity

Task Management
IDEA-104547 (Bug)

misc.xml gets updated on project opening ( component TaskProjectConfiguration is removed)

Unit Testing. TestNG
IDEA-148322 (Performance
Problem)

Test runner is slow to populate when there are a lot of tests

Unit Tests
WEB-14390 (Bug)

Karma: 'jump to source' doesn't work for tests wrapped in define()

WEB-19035 (Bug)

Error message is not shown in console when debug Karma test

User Interface
IDEA-143450 (Bug)

HiDPI on Win7: IDEA splash screen is truncated with text size set to larger (150%)

IDEA-148433 (Bug)

OS X default theme: dropdown lists don't look good

IDEA-140574 (Exception)

SearchEverywhere invocation causes exceptions

Version Control. Git
IDEA-100199 (Bug)

IDEA doesn't detect changes after external soft reset using Git.

IDEA-88893 (Bug)

"Unregistered root" should be detected more precisely: e.g. .git folder may be used as Git
settings or hooks collections.

IDEA-144593 (Bug)

git plugin: mismatch between GitRepositoryReader and GitUtil.isGitRoot

